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This past year (2021/2022) has been more challenging than ever, regarding both internal and external 

influences. 
 
Firstly, internal perspective, we had the resignation of our Chair Kay Matthias at our 2021 AGM, closely 

followed by her replacement Marisa Ellks early in 2022. On behalf of the SActa committee, I would like to 
recognise and thank both Kay and Marisa for their contribution to SActa and its members during their time 

respectively as Chair. Subsequently, I was appointed as interim Chair until the 2022 AGM. This is a role that I 
have taken on with considerable commitment, dedication, and pride towards our cause. That is to be 

supportive of members and transport disadvantaged communities to ensure sustainable transport services in 
South Australia. 

 

Along with our committee we have been working tirelessly over the past few months and have achieved a 
great deal in a very short space of time. During this period, we have completed a major overhaul of numerous 
items, including the provision of an overarching strategy, vision, purpose, implementing governance policies, 

procedures and a new constitution which will go to our members at the 2022 AGM. We are now in a more 

robust position with best practice governance in place. 

 
Our Guiding Principles are: - 
 

• Commitment to support members and community with positive transport outcomes 

• Demonstrate a best practice governance model 

• Build effective relationships with stakeholders, government agencies and transport providers 

• Implement strategies and goals identified in our strategic plan 

 

With most of the above hard work now done we have been focussing our energies on key areas that needed 
significant improvement. Communication to members and stronger advocacy work based on the provision of 
facts and sound information to support our case is a priority enhancement. 

 
We have now published two editions of our newly formatted SActa newsletter to members with extremely 

positive and encouraging feedback. We are committed to a minimum of four editions per year being, Winter, 
Spring, Summer, and Autumn. Obviously, if any significant news comes to hand in between editions, we will 
run special editions to keep members informed. 

 

Back in late March we set about building mutually beneficial relationships with several key people from the 
Department of Human Services (DHS) as part of our new advocacy work with an emphasis on working 

together to provide positive resolution outcomes for all parties involved. To date this seems to be working 
well and we are pleased the collaborative approach appears to have been most welcome by DHS. 



 
Secondly, on an external basis, our Department of Health (DOH) Commonwealth Home Support Programme 
(CHSP) funding has been extended through to 30th June 2023 via a Deed of Variation. 

 

In South Australia, our new Minister for Human Services, the Hon Nat Cook (MP) has endorsed an eight-month 

extension for the Community Passenger Network (CPN). These extended months allows DHS time required to 
consult with CPN providers and other stakeholders, as well as several state government agencies, to explore:  

• Regional CPN coverage 

• Community transport needs 

• Alignment of CPN outcomes with other SA Government priorities, the new DHS Social Impact 

Framework, and the Community Connections Program.  

• Integration of Community Transport systems across government. 

 

Whilst we are disappointed that this was not extended for a full 12 months, we will work with DHS to hopefully 

achieve an equitable outcome for all state CPN providers. 

 

There are still a few concerns surrounding the transition program titled Community Connections Program 

(CCP) which is being closely monitored. A greater awareness within this program of how community transport 

providers fit into it is still required and we will continue to work on this. 

 

Our most pressing concern still hovers around the uncertainty of the proposed Federal funding model under 

the Support at Home Program (SAHP). A fee for service model would have significant ramifications for the 

community transport sector and in turn consumers and communities will clearly be disadvantaged. The 

suggested change will lead us down a price driven path with quality of service terribly affected, this is a 

dangerous route. Australian Community Transport Association (ACTA) is leading the charge to retain block 

funding for a further two years until a more appropriate funding model can be explored and agreed upon. 

 

Our SActa committee also remains busy by participating in the 2022 “My Life Choices”, Disability, Ageing and 

Lifestyle Expo at Wayville Showgrounds over two days in October this year. This event presents us with an 

opportunity to further promote the major role that community transport plays within our respective 

communities. 

 

At present we are also engaging in some good collaborative work with the Royal Automobile Association 

(RAA). We are endeavouring to collect community transport data from all CPN providers in South Australia. 

Once gathered, the information from the past three fiscal years will be used to build a Dashboard of 

Community Transport Data. Based on the successful outcome of this exercise, it will be used to assist with our 

advocacy work on the significant importance of the community transport sector here in SA. 

 

I have enjoyed being actively involved with both the advocacy work of SActa and ACTA over recent months. I 

am looking forward to continuing the constructive work on behalf of all members over the ensuing months as 

we continue to build a better SActa and working collaboratively with our national peak body, ACTA. 
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